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Laser welding is today an essential tool in production Laser welding is today an essential tool in production 
processes, especially in the fields of molds and molding.processes, especially in the fields of molds and molding.

The TWA30 TWA30 laser welding machine is ideal for quick repairs 
and modifications in a short time and on defined parts in all 
processes where are required flexibility, speed and surface 
quality without modifying the metal structure of the piece. It 
is also particularly useful for welding parts of molds and very 
large equipment, structures and parts of machinery wherever 
the mobility of the welding machine is needed.

The mobile laser system is easily moved, and securely locked The mobile laser system is easily moved, and securely locked 
in position by stabilizing brakes. in position by stabilizing brakes. 
The generous dimensions of the axes ensure very wide work 
paths, controlled by joystick. 

TAUWELD TAUWELD TWA30 SERIES TWA30 SERIES 
Laser for welding and for mold repairLaser for welding and for mold repair
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3 fully electric axes3 fully electric axes which, in the presence of the motorized 
circular axis, become 4 axes. become 4 axes. 
Possibility of orienting the axis system freely in space, allowing 
the user to set any inclined surface as a work surface .

MULTIFUNCTION SOFTWAREMULTIFUNCTION SOFTWARE
The software allows you to execute advanced operations in a practical and intuitive way, such as welding with self-learning paths, along 
circular or polygonal paths, on inclined planes, filling and the Overlap function for extremely regular welding beads. 

Work surface support with “T” Work surface support with “T” 
slots, capacity of 100kg, travel slots, capacity of 100kg, travel 

of 300mm of 300mm 

Nr. 2 stabilizers Nr. 2 stabilizers Magnetic support 3D Ø Magnetic support 3D Ø 
100mm force 4.5kg100mm force 4.5kg

80mm or 80mm or 
125mm spindle 125mm spindle 

LaserLaser
300W 
0,5-25ms • 100Hz • spot 0,6-2,0mm • focusing 120mm
Fibres from 600-800-1000μm

Motorized axis Motorized axis 
traveltravel

X axis 300mm - Y axis 800mm - Z axis travel 500mm  
X axis where the welding head is mounted is rotatable on the Y axis by +/- 90° 
X and Y axis are rotatable on Z axis by +/- 90 ° and tiltable by +15° and -25°

Dimensions Dimensions 
and weightand weight

1650x1020 mm x 1650mm Z
Weight 350Kg

Power supply  Power supply  12Kw  •  400V +/- 10% • 50/60 Hz

TWA30 SERIES ACCESSORIES TWA30 SERIES ACCESSORIES 


